
Keep Safe Care is the first private duty agency
in US to offer Ride Health service

AUSTIN, TX, US, January 9, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Keep Safe Care,

an innovative new non-medical in-

home care agency, is now offering

health rides as part of its partnership

with Ride Health. As of December 1,

2020, Keep Safe Care of Central Austin (www.keepsafecare.com) began a pilot program with Ride

Health (www.ridehealth.com) in the greater Austin, Texas area. As Americans are living longer

and choosing to stay in their homes as they age, access to transportation for individuals who

have mobility or cognitive issues can be challenging. 

As people age, the ability to handle an automobile diminishes Adding to the difficulties, fewer

than 20% of the adult children in the United States live within 100 miles of their aging parents. In

many cases, these adult children also have a family of their own to care for and taking  mom or

dad to doctor’s appointments or to run errands is a scheduling nightmare. There is an ever-

growing gap between mobility needs and mobility options for people unable to drive themselves

or use a taxi or ride share programs.

Ride Health was created to address the pervasive problem of individuals with mobility issues

who are unable to keep doctor’s appointments or obtain their prescribed medications due to a

lack of transportation options. Prior to engaging with Keep Safe Care, Ride Health addressed this

situation by working exclusively with hospital and medical systems and allowing these entities to

coordinate a ride for their clients to ensure appointments are kept or prescriptions are fulfilled. 

“Ride Health is trying to simplify the complex transportation issues of people with mobility

issues, including wheel chairs, walkers, canes and even those with cognitive decline”, states

Jeffrey Fry, Keep Safe Care’s co-founder. “Ride Health’s system requires a ride coordinator to

schedule a ride. This is where Keep Safe Care can help. Acting as the ride coordinator, we are

able to offer a suite of transportation options direct to consumers using this differentiated

service.”

Mr. Fry adds, “Keep Safe Care is very excited to offer this transportation offering to our clients

and the public. We are able to leverage our expertise in technology with this partnership. Our

extensive use of technology helps us match Careseekers with Caregivers, reducing the chronic
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problem of absenteeism and high staff turnover that face private duty agencies. The result is

happier clients and happier Caregivers.”

“Offering this very needed ride service helps differentiate the company in the private duty

caregiving sector. Our agency software can handle the scheduling and billing of health rides and

allows us to expand our capabilities while at the same time, reduce Keep Safe Care’s liability of

having our caregivers drive clients to appointments.” states Stacey Berlow, Keep Safe Care’s

other co-founder. 

Ride Health is already offering their service with Baylor Scott & White Healthcare in the greater

Austin area including Travis, Williamson, and Hays counties. This covers its full suite of rides

including door-to-door assistance, wheelchair accessible vehicles, stretcher vans, and ALS/BLS

ambulances.

About Ride Health

Ride Health partners with healthcare organizations and transportation network providers to

manage transportation benefits, strengthen enterprise transportation programs, and drive

intelligent transitions of care. The company blends technology and data with a human approach

to break down access barriers and solve some of the biggest transportation challenges that care

coordinators, providers, and payers face. Their platform maps out each patient's unique needs

and preferences for the best ride experience across clinical and social needs, ensuring greater

access, improved efficiencies, lower costs, and better outcomes. Learn more at

www.ridehealth.com.

About Keep Safe Care

Keep Safe Care is modernizing in-home caregiving by empowering Careseekers (both individuals

and families looking for someone to help care for their parents or loved ones) and caregivers in

the caregiving process. The company’s extensive use of technology both improves care

coordination and accountability and reduces the chronic problems of caregiver absenteeism and

turnover. This innovation gives families and loved ones a greater say on how care is delivered,

resulting in more reliable, dependable and consistence caregiving. For more information

including flexible pricing and care services offered visit www.keepsafecare.com.
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